
 

 

 

 

 

The 55th international exhibition of natural stone, technologies and design is scheduled 29 September-2 
October 

MARMOMAC 2021: WELCOME BACK TO VERONA 

THE WORLD OF NATURAL STONE RESUMES RELATIONSHIPS AND BUSINESS IN PERSON AT VERONAFIERE  

Covid has not slowed down the international character of the event: 250 top buyers selected for the 
incoming project, while 756 companies will take part for a total of 39 countries represented and 60,000 
square meters of exhibition space 

www.marmomac.it  

Verona: 29 September-2 October 2021- Marmomac, the international natural stone, technology and design 
exhibition, is back - and in person! After the last edition, held on digital channels in 2020 because of the 
health emergency, the world of natural stone is resuming business and relationships in person again. The 55th 
Marmomac (29 September-2 October 2021) at Veronafiere is the most important world event specifically 
focusing on natural stone, granite, processing technologies, means of transport and lifting, applied design 
and services.  

The exhibition will take place in complete safely, in compliance with all Covid prevention regulations: 
obligatory Green pass for employees, exhibitors and visitors, temperature scanners at the entrance gates, 
400 cameras capable of signalling any gatherings of people, continuous sanitation of facilities and air 
conditioning systems, as well as a quick swab point available for operators.  

Although the pandemic is still straining production systems around the world and international travel, 
Marmomac 2021 has managed to maintain the exhibition's high internationality standards. This year, 756 
exhibiting companies will take part - 427 Italian and 329 international for a total of 39 countries represented. 
In particular, 80 companies will take part from Turkey and 15 from Brazil, thanks not the least to collaboration 
with the Italian Ministry of Health over “green corridors” for international economic operators, as well as 11 
from Egypt and 6 from Iran.  

The entire natural stone supply chain is represented in the exhibition centre: 53% of the exhibitors in 
attendance specialize in products and architecture, 18% in machinery, 14% in tools and 5% in services. The 
overall exhibition area is over 60,000 square meters distributed across 9 show halls and outdoor areas. 
Investments by companies in stand fitting and communication at the show also testify to the importance of 
Marmomac as a promotional tool for the sector. 

The event will equally be attended by 250 top foreign buyers selected by Veronafiere's network of delegates 
and the ICE Italian Trade Agency and considered highly strategic in helping companies approach new 
markets. In particular, there will be important delegations of architects and importers of slabs and 
technologies from the United States, Canada, Russia and the Maghreb area (Egypt, Algeria and Tunisia) - 
crucial areas for the development of exclusive and luxury projects. The most represented international 
countries also include Iran and Jordan. This figure does not represent the total number of international 
professional visitors expected at Marmomac 2021 but only those invited and hosted thanks to the 
Veronafiere and ICE Trade Agency incoming programme 

Training events have been specifically arranged for the buyers selected for the incoming project financed by 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation and implemented in collaboration with the 



 

 

ICE Trade Agency and Confindustria Marmomacchine. They will take part in the Marmomac Academy 
programme, continuing its efforts that for many years have assured recognition of AIA and RIBA training 
credits for architects and designers. 

 

"This 55th edition aims to relaunch the growth of companies in the Italian techno-natural stone industry, which 
comprises more than 3,000 companies and around 34,000 employees. This sector - in expressing an excellent 
combination of craftsmanship, creativity, specialization and technology - makes a significant contribution to 
the success of the Italian system around the world," said Maurizio Danese, President of Veronafiere. 
“Marmomac is well aware of this responsibility and the role of bringing the global marble community together 
to restart and stimulate markets, import-export and exchange of knowledge - and not only during event days 
as such." 

"Marmomac returns," said Giovanni Mantovani, CEO of Veronafiere, "and does so together with all the 
strengths that have accredited the show as the brand interpreter for evolution in the sector with 'promotion-
internationalization-communication' as the definition of its strategic role in the global market. In this regard, 
we will present an agreement with Informa Exhibitions for a five-year plan to launch the Natural Stone 
Pavilion during the Tise event in Las Vegas, which we have attended for many years with a group show. The 
goal is to strengthen our network of Marmomac-branded events abroad: we are already involved in Brazil 
through the Vitória Stone Fair and the Cachoeiro Stone Fair and we now want to become the landmark even 
for North America."  

From another point of view, the objective of providing additional services for exhibitors and operators saw 
the development of Marmomac Plus, the portal dedicated to the world of natural stone and a reference 
point for the sector 365 days a year. This platform enables companies in the supply chain to promote 
products, projects and their own digital events, while the public of professionals and operators benefits from 
an interactive and constantly updated database of companies at their disposition. Currently, 1,080 
companies are registered with Marmomac Plus for a total of 45 represented countries, as well as more than 
5,000 products and 900 projects. Over the four days of Marmomac, it will be possible to access all exhibition 
events through this platform, as well visit the brandroom of companies and start chats with them. Exhibitors 
will also have the opportunity to stream their events at the trade fair on Marmomac Plus.  

Returning to the event itself, there are many new items. Starting with the communication campaign which 
celebrates the return in-person attendance at Marmomac with the payoff "Welcome Back to Verona". For 
the first time in the history of the exhibition, in fact, natural stone is interpreted by the people of the natural 
stone community. The objective is to associate the strength and resistance of natural stone with the courage 
and resilience of operators and companies in responding to this period of uncertainty and difficulty.  

Marmomac has also launched research on a national scale covering the experience and perception of marble 
by various reference groups, both sector professionals and less experienced consumers: the results will be 
communicated in February and will become an additional marketing intelligence tool at the disposition of 
companies.  

This edition also sees the debut of Marmomac Talks, with meetings, lectures and workshops to keep debate 
in the natural stone sector alive and up-to-date through reports by professionals and experts. Marmomac 
Talks will take place in three areas set up in strategic locations in Halls 2, 7 and 12 so that everyone attending 
the trade fair in person will be able to move around easily and broadly to avoid creating crowds.  

Marmomac Talks will also see technologies take the stage with Marmo+Tech: a space for dissemination and 
comparison where companies will speak to an audience of technicians, plant managers and product 



 

 

developers to share case histories and best practices - as well as to outline technical innovations at the service 
of stone processing companies. 

Many other appointments are scheduled, including those with the curators and designers of the exhibitions 
hosted by The Italian Stone Theatre - Time in Stone. The central theme of the installations in halls 11 and 12 
is Time, an intangible component that especially distinguishes natural stone from artificial products. The 
works on display deal with topics including design and architecture, art and university experimentation, as 
well as involving important furniture brands. 

The Icon Award also returns this year: it was established in 2016 with the aim of selecting the work whose 
aesthetic impact and symbolic value will become the image for the communication campaign for the next 
show. As of this edition, there will no longer be a jury: the public will choose the winning work by voting 
directly at the trade fair using the multimedia totems, smartphones with a qrCode or sharing on social 
networks, using hashtags allowing the post to be tracked. 
 
Marmomac confirms its status a tailor-made event for the business needs of its clients. This year will be the 
last edition scheduled from Wednesday to Saturday. As of 2022, it was decided organize the show in 
agreement with companies in a new midweek time slot  from Tuesday to Friday.    
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THE ITALIAN STONE THEATRE – TIME IN STONE 
MARMOMAC PROMOTES EXPERIMENTATION AND INNOVATION TO CELEBRATE  

THE RETURN OF THE EXHIBITION ATTENDED IN PERSON 
 
September 2021 - Design, architecture and culture of natural stone have always characterized Marmomac, 
the leading international trade fair in this sector scheduled 29 September-2 October in Verona. 
 
The 2021 edition boasts updated content and format in response to the need to resume doing business in 
person, while equally ensuring maximum safety in terms of Covid prevention measures thanks to the 
adoption of the Veronafiere Safetybusiness protocol. 
The event programme highlights innovation and experimentation thanks to The Italian Stone Theatre - the 
by-now long-standing project where natural stone meets technology to embody new works and installations 
created by architects, designers and artists in collaboration with sector companies. 
 
One of the main innovations for the 2021 edition is the evolution of Hall 1 into The Italian Stone Theatre - 
Time in Stone, with an original layout - curated by Raffaello Galiotto and Vincenzo Pavan - located in Halls 11 
and 12 of the exhibition centre. 
 
The common denominator is Time, prompting thought about its symbolic and intrinsic value: what most 
distinguishes natural stone from artificial products is precisely Time, an intangible component embodied in 
stone by an indissoluble bond with the material itself. We can observe the passage of time in stratified 
materials and in countless varieties of rocks that are evidence of the evolutionary processes of the nature of 
our planet. 
Stone can tell us about our world from the most distant eras in which it was formed to the most recent ones 
of those who have worked it, leaving the mark of their own creativity. From the first flint tips to engraved 
writing, sculpture and architecture, created by the hands of craftsmen and the work of current-day "virtuous 
machines", the essence of stone continues to be revealed in its substance. 
Describing stone over time is a way to return to authenticity and to the incomparable truth that nowadays 
man, increasingly fascinated by appearances, needs to rediscover new areas of creativity. 
 
Exhibits are arranged around theme areas, such as design and architecture, art and experimentation in 
universities, and even involve important brands in the furniture industry.  
 
In details, these are the exhibitions: 
In Our Time (curated by Raffaello Galiotto and Vincenzo Pavan): Contemporary nature and timeless spirit in 
stone design for furniture products. 
Percorsi d’Arte (curated by Raffaello Galiotto): Stone processing machines as a source of artistic inspiration. 
Brand & Stone 3.0 (concept by Danilo di Michele, curated by Giorgio Canale): The use of natural stone to 
produce objects and accessories included in the collections of leading international design brands. 
Tavoli d’Autore (curated by ADI - DELEGAZIONE VENETO TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE): Stone is a witness of time 
in a varied collection of tables designed for restaurants. 
Young Stone Project (curated by Raffaello Galiotto and Vincenzo Pavan): Stone experiments at universities. 
 
 
 



 

 

The Marmomac offering is enhanced by experimental projects focusing on technology and innovation, while 
exhibition spaces evolve and transform to welcome visitors into an exploratory path responding to the needs 
of architects and designers, as well as those of technicians and distributors. 
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THE ITALIAN STONE THEATRE – TIME IN STONE 
 
IN OUR TIME  
HALL 11 
Curated by Raffaello Galiotto, Vincenzo Pavan 
 
Contemporary nature and timeless spirit in stone design for furniture products. 
 
Stone is an extremely durable material that comes from the most remote past and is brought into the future 
with a promise of eternity for those who shape and use it. 
In design, it is believed that a product has the right durability when it is designed and manufactured 
consistently with its actual time of use. As a result, its extreme durability or rapid consumption necessarily 
entail different concepts and materials. 
Stone should certainly be used for its extreme durability or, alternatively, it can be included in product design 
so that it can be subsequently re-used in other forms or recycled to produce new products. Today, more than 
in the past, design is made easier using technology and CNC machinery in laboratories in the marble industry, 
which allow complex and accurate products to be made that can be repeated for mass production, or shaped 
cuts that separate stone and reduce the amount of waste. 
The exhibition, curated by Raffaello Galiotto and Vincenzo Pavan, aims to develop this reflection on the 
current use of stone through a series of innovative experimental projects created by designers and produced 
by teams from Italian companies in the stone industry. 
 
DESIGN _ PRODUCTION 
ANDREA BRANZI _ ODONE ANGELO 
CRISTINA CELESTINO _ MARGRAF with CRISTINA RUBINETTERIE  
FRANCESCO FACCIN _ BIANCO CAVE by FATO STONE 
RAFFAELLO GALIOTTO _ VICENTINA MARMI, DONATONI MACCHINE with ALL-LED 
GIUSEPPE FALLACARA, MAURIZIO BARBERIO - NEW FUNDAMENTALS RESEARCH GROUP _ STILMARMO 
with CNC DESIGN, PICCININI MARMI, MOSAICO DIGITALE 
MATTEO RAGNI _ GMM, ALPHACAM by LICOM SYSTEMS with TOSCO MARMI 
  
Stone Boxes 
DESIGN: ANDREA BRANZI 
PRODUCTION: ODONE ANGELO 
MATERIAL: PIETRA DI LUSERNA 
In Stone Boxes, I tried to cut the stones as if they were butter, i.e. by opening them up to see what was hidden 
inside. Such ancient hard stone can become a secret hidden from time. 
 
Repère 
DESIGN: CRISTINA CELESTINO 
PRODUCTION: MARGRAF with CRISTINA RUBINETTERIE 
MATERIAL: TRAVERTINO, AZUL CALCITE, VERDE GIADA, FIOR DI PESCO CARNICO, ONICE ROSA 
"The project I conceived for the ‘In Our Time’ exhibition, designed in collaboration with Margraf, lies in a 
hybrid interior-exterior space, for self-care, a place to take your time and experiencing direct contact with 
stones and water". 



If the lithic material brings time into its dimension, the project becomes representative of the time of doing, 
the time needed to work a precious material, with its infinite facets. A sort of small stone garden with steps, 
with a combination of travertine, Azul calcite and jade green, a game of colors and finishes that reminds us 
of Scarpa’s spaces. Functional objects, such as sculptures, are placed on the steps: a sink, a planter and a 
shower tray. The volumes arise from the combination of layers of different marbles, Carnian peach blossom, 
jade green and pink onyx, processed as a single block of material, which brings to light the different layers it 
is composed of, in the concavity of the object. A texture designed through marble studs placed on slight 
concavities of the marble slab generates a motif that draws on Canova’s technique of duplicating casts 
through a grid of small nails. A contemporary concept, achieved thanks to advanced processing techniques 
and the centennial experience of Margraf, who wants to recount the story of marble and its potential. 
 
Il trono 
DESIGN: FRANCESCO FACCIN 
PRODUCTION: BIANCO CAVE by FATO STONE 
MATERIAL: PIETRA DI OSTUNI 
Simple architectural design, an observatory, and a throne for the weary quarry worker. First and foremost, 
this object is a place that speaks a language familiar to those who work in quarries: a simple wooden structure 
that acts as bracing, and two stone slabs. I can imagine this structure blending in with blocks and slabs and 
waiting to be transformed. It cannot be considered a monument or an installation, but a space, a refuge 
dedicated to those who work stone with perseverance and passion. Stone is unquestionably the first material 
that has protected and sheltered us since the dawn of time. 
 
Mirror of Time 
DESIGN: RAFFAELLO GALIOTTO 
PRODUCTION: VICENTINA MARMI, DONATONI MACCHINE with ALL-LED 
MATERIAL: NERO DEL BELGIO 
Finely polished Belgian Black marble is used in this project to develop the mirror theme. Four stone mirrors 
explore the concept of time by associating the ephemeral, reflected image of the observer with the eternity 
of reflecting stone. A temporal association is created between stone and people to evoke an intriguing 
reflection between the oldest natural material and the transience of man who uses it. 
The designs of the four different mirrors have been created to minimize waste. They have been produced 
using two different machining operations, CNC milling and cutting. 
 
Virtual lithic screens 
DESIGN: GIUSEPPE FALLACARA, MAURIZIO BARBERIO - NEW FUNDAMENTALS RESEARCH GROUP 
PRODUCTION: STILMARMO with CNC DESIGN, PICCININI MARMI, MOSAICO DIGITALE 
MATERIAL: UV PRINTED APRICENA LIMESTONE and NATURAL RESIN 
The installation aims to make the natural pattern of the stone interact with a parametric pattern imprinted 
on the stone surface using UV printing, to create a multiple and virtual reading between natural and artificial. 
Two hanging "medallions", one circular and the other rhomboidal, exemplify the two-sided excavation 
process, allowing the stone to become a filtering screen between inside and outside, whose shadows are 
projected and mixed with the parametric pattern printed on the stone. 
 
Better Times 
DESIGN: MATTEO RAGNI 
PRODUCTION: GMM, ALPHACAM by LICOM SYSTEMS 
MATERIAL: PALISSANDRO by TOSCO MARMI 
A series of seats positioned as solitary islands and spaced from each other by their own width of one meter. 
In a hopefully very near future the empty spaces can be filled with new modules that will create an imaginary 
bridge on which to stop and share pleasant moments of conviviality in the open air. 
The marble used is a Rosewood, native of Val d'Ossola, valuable for its imperfections in which the traces of 
oxidized iron create a unique material effect of great character. The passages of the milling cutter inside the 
arches have left, during the numerical control processing, some slight traces in embossment that underline 



the honesty of the production process, creating in fact a decoration expression of the technique that 
enhances the surface and makes the artefact almost unfinished. Atmospheric agents and time will complete 
the work, smoothing the surface over the years. 
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THE ITALIAN STONE THEATRE – TIME IN STONE 
 
PERCORSI D’ARTE 
HALL 11 
Curated by Raffaello Galiotto 
 
Stone processing machines as a source of artistic inspiration. 
 
The pressing and pervasive introduction of digital technology into all human activities is relentless despite 
the most ancient techniques and traditional materials, such as stone, which have been universally 
acknowledged up to now as examples of ancient skills. In nature, many endangered species respond with 
new vitality, developing new resistant strains and unexpected blossoming. Likewise, old materials and their 
traditional uses can reveal new characteristics that go beyond what could have been previously envisaged. 
As a result, thanks to digital immateriality, natural stone can reveal a surprisingly new aspect, once again fully 
reinstating itself in the contemporary world. 
The Percorsi d’Arte exhibition, curated by Raffaello Galiotto and now at its third edition, seeks to investigate 
the idea of using CNC machines in the artistic processing of stone. 
 
AUTHORS _ PRODUCTION 
NICOLAS BERTOUX _ LUANA MARMI with LA FENICE MARMI, RONCHINI MASSIMO 
JON ISHERWOOD _ GARFAGNANA INNOVAZIONE 
CYNTHIA SAH _ EMMEDUE, DDX  
 
Eggsail 
AUTHOR: NICOLAS BERTOUX 
PRODUCTION: LUANA MARMI with LA FENICE MARMI, RONCHINI MASSIMO 
MATERIAL: CIPOLLINO CREMO 
The project starts with a simple shape, the egg, which represents the origin of life. The egg takes us through 
time from the dinosaur era to our hens, not forgetting Christopher Columbus! 
With his genius, man has succeeded in inventing many tools, machines and technologies while exploiting 
wind power, from ancient sailing boats to modern wind turbines. 
"Eggsail" combines the shape of an egg with the undulating shape of a sail, representing the fusion of the 
most ancient forms of life with state-of-the-art technologies: from wind power to robotics. 
 
Progressioni 
AUTHOR: JON ISHERWOOD 
PRODUCTION: GARFAGNANA INNOVAZIONE 
MATERIAL: NERO MARQUINIA, BIANCO CARRARA 
Time is the indefinite continued progress of existence and an irreversible fluid succession from past, through 
to present and into the future. Progression is the process of developing or moving gradually towards a more 
advanced state. Fluidity is the dynamic state in which change and time exist. 
I will ask the question, how does the artist embrace the idea of progressing marble into an advanced state of 
expression? 
Is it possible to consider all of the methods and ways in which marble has traditionally been processed, then 
use new technologies and make the next contribution to this timeless exploration? Progression relies on 



fluidity; so I plan to embrace the marble’s capacity to visually identify the layering and compression from 200 
million years ago and further explore the continuum of its fluid expression. 
 
Stingray 
AUTHOR: CYNTHIA SAH 
PRODUCTION: EMMEDUE, DDX 
MATERIAL: ARABESCATO DI CORCHIA 
Attracted by the movement of a Stingray, a unique cartilaginous fish, I discovered that its origin dates back 
three hundred million years, curiously enough to the same time as the formation of metamorphic marble. 
Such a coincidence is closely linked to the theme of the “Time in Stone” exhibition. Marble is a magnificent 
gift of nature and I’m aware that working it and touching it is a great privilege. My work is the outcome of 
collaboration with other talents, computer programmers and technicians, whose sensitivity has also 
contributed to the installation. I’d like the sculpture to stretch its wings and come out of the block that 
constrains it, and I want the same when I work with computer tools. 
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THE ITALIAN STONE THEATRE – TIME IN STONE 
 
BRAND & STONE 3.0 
HALL 12 
Concept by Danilo di Michele 
Curated by Giorgio Canale 
 
Following the international successes of its recent editions, the collaborations created between the marble 
companies and leading international design brands has been renewed for 2021: deemed as the birth of Brand 
& Stone 3.0, the exhibition conceived by Danilo Di Michele and curated by architect Giorgio Canale. 
This exhibition, now at its third edition, responds to the need to bring designers and influential brands closer 
to the use of natural stone to produce objects and accessories included in their collections, demonstrating 
how it is possible to overcome the often widespread reticence of a commercial (costs, distribution ...) as well 
as a technical (weight, installation issues ...) nature in the use of this material. 
The skills and technical-artistic knowledge of Italian stone companies will consequently become available to 
prestigious furnishing companies, thereby collaborating to create unique indoor and outdoor projects for 
subsequent launch on the market. Natural stone thereby becomes a revolutionary and innovative material, 
readily offered to even the most discerning customers all over the world through everyday objects. 
Brand & Stone 3.0 is therefore not limited as an exhibition of solely excellent design objects in natural stone, 
nor is it a mere experiment designed to exaggerate the potential of stone materials. It is a project promoting 
partnership and synergy between two worlds - natural stone and design - whose results will be premiered at 
Marmomac 2021. 
 
BRAND _ DESIGN _ PRODUCTION 
SWATCH _ BIASI EMILIO & FIGLI INDUSTRIA MARMI  
ANTONIOLUPI _ MARCO DI PAOLO _ GRASSI PIETRE  
FORMITALIA LUXURY GROUP - TONINO LAMBORGHINI CASA _ FORMITALIA DESIGN STUDIO _ MARMI 
GHIRARDI 
BAXTER _ STUDIOPEPE. _ BAGNARA 
IL FANALE GROUP _ GIORGIO CANALE, MATTEO ZORZENONI _ STONETHICA by PETRIS 
PENTA _ GIORGIO CANALE _ MAP SLATE 
QEEBOO MILANO _ STEFANO GIOVANNONI _ TESTI GROUP  
MK _ GIORGIO RAVA _ MARINI MARMI 
 
Maxi Swatch 
BRAND: SWATCH 
CONCEPT: GIORGIO CANALE 
PRODUCTION: BIASI EMILIO & FIGLI INDUSTRIA MARMI 
MATERIAL: BIANCO DI CARRARA 
How big can a Swatch be? As big as 2.10 mts. actually – the Maxi Swatch is a playful and bigger than life 
interpretation of the most iconic Swatch shape. It has been interpreted by artists such as Damien Hirst and 
Folon, fashion designers such as Castelbajac and Agatha Ruiz de la Prada, movie directors such as Luc Besson 
and Almodovar, designers such Massimo Giacon and Alessandro Mendini; it became Tin Tin, Mickey Mouse 
and Corto Maltese, it was a symbol of the Atlanta Olympic Games and of the Festival del Cinema in Locarno 
– and now, in marble! 
 



Fida 
BRAND: ANTONIOLUPI 
DESIGN: MARCO DI PAOLO 
PRODUCTION: GRASSI PIETRE 
MATERIAL: PIETRA DI VICENZA GRIGIO ALPI SPAZZOLATO 
The Fida bathtub is inspired by nature. Fida is a real sculpture carved from a monolith of brushed Vicenza 
Grey Alpi Stone. The material with a typical light gray color, characterized by the presence of macrofossils, 
gives the Fida bathtub a modern encounter between material and functionality. 
The external line takes its cue from the organic forms of the woods of the rivers, which give the work a feeling 
of fluidity. The edges are rounded and the lines smooth. The inside of the bathtub is an ergonomic and 
carefully designed environment to convey safety and comfort. 
Fida fits harmoniously into environments, giving them their own atmosphere. Organic but symmetrical, 
contained but provocative, it responds to different needs. 
 
TL-2491 
BRAND: FORMITALIA LUXURY GROUP - TONINO LAMBORGHINI CASA 
DESIGN: FORMITALIA DESIGN STUDIO 
PRODUCTION: MARMI GHIRARDI 
MATERIAL: BRECCIA AURORA MARINA BLU, NERO ASSOLUTO, BRECCIA LIGHT 
Model TL-2491, dining table and mirror is part of the latest Tonino Lamborghini Casa collection, volume 6, 
characterised by a new style for the brand, very decorative. Formitalia Luxury Group chose this new model 
for the presentation at the Brand & Stone event at Marmomac, entrusting the creation to a great specialist 
such as Marmi Ghirardi, which chose to present it at the event. 
Marmi Ghirardi, who chose exclusive marbles such as Breccia Aurora Marina Blu and Nero Assoluto for the 
mirror. The same Breccia Aurora Marina Blu is used for the 150 cm diameter tabletop. 
"We start with a careful selection of blocks directly from our own quarries, cut the thicknesses to size and 
define the shapes of the elements with a bridge saw and lathe. Finally, our craftsmen finish and assemble 
the parts to create the finished product." 
 
Dharma 
BRAND: BAXTER 
DESIGN: STUDIOPEPE. 
PRODUCTION: BAGNARA 
MATERIAL: QUARZITE VERDE LAPPONIA 
Dharma is a collection of outdoor pieces, here presented as a preview in a special marble version and carried 
out as unique pieces. 
Dharma draws inspiration from the peculiar cooperation among Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret and Indian 
local workforce, which led to the creation of the iconic city of Chandigarh in the 50’s of last century. 
This collection, from a formal point of view, explores the relationship between East and West and, therefore, 
the contact between a handcrafted reality and the industrial design. Pure geometries, vaults and concrete 
full volumes of Chandigarh’s architectural elements are reinterpreted, giving shape to the poetry of furniture, 
enhancing the quality of the raw material, that is marble. 
 
Seven Blooms 
BRAND: IL FANALE GROUP 
DESIGN: GIORGIO CANALE, MATTEO ZORZENONI 
PRODUCTION: STONETHICA by PETRIS 
MATERIAL: CARRARA MIX and PIETRA GREY 
In the original version, the Bloom lamp by Matteo Zorzenoni, recalls the preciousness of antique perfume 
bottles and the shape of oriental diffusers of essences. For Brand & Stone 3.0, Giorgio Canale interprets the 
shapes of these beautiful table lamps by Il Fanale, creating a floor composition called Seven Bloom. Precious 
pastel glass, irregular heights and contrasting finishes, enhance the materiality of the recycled stones by 
Stonethica and create a dynamic set with a strong character. The materials selected for Seven Bloom are a 



Carrara Mix, a variety of Carrara and Grey Stone, characterized by warm gray-brown tones, with light white 
veins. 
 
Sculptura 
BRAND: MK 
DESIGN: GIORGIO RAVA 
PRODUCTION: MARINI MARMI 
MATERIAL: NUVOLATO DI GRÉ  
Since the dawn of time, man scratches the earth's crust in the search of life. In the stone, he imagines 
archetypal shapes and spaces to satisfy earthly needs and finds a connection with the spirit and the eternal. 
Sculpture thus becomes man's first act of creation, origin of a design thought that reaches us through the 
millennia. Through the Sculptura kitchen I wanted to express the inseparable bond that unites project and 
sculptural gesture, rediscovering a profound and artistic value in its function. Function becomes sculpture, 
abstract material, monolith, in an archaic balance between past and present, mass and emptiness, solidity 
and lightness. Far from the contemporary practice in which stone is used as a mere cladding skin, Sculptura 
rediscovers the energy and archaic strength of the mineral element that resides in its wholeness, in its heavy 
mass, in the depth of its soul. 
 
Indoor Street Lamp 
BRAND: PENTA 
DESIGN: GIORGIO CANALE 
PRODUCTION: MAP SLATE 
MATERIAL: ARDESIA LIGURE 
With this off-scale lamp, the architect Giorgio Canale interprets for Penta Light the theme of a street lamp. 
The two wide domes embrace and illuminate the spaces below as the slate base becomes furniture. This 
huge floor lamp was born from the idea of dressing large residential and hospitality spaces, customizing the 
environments with light and modular supporting surfaces in natural stone. The block used for the exposed 
work comes from a Ligurian quarry, split and reduced into 5 cm “sheets” thanks to the skilled artisans and 
the use of a chisel technique. The base, worked with numerical control machines of the latest generation in 
technology, is assembled and finished entirely by hand. 
 
Teddy Boy 
BRAND: QEEBOO MILANO 
DESIGN: STEFANO GIOVANNONI 
PRODUCTION: TESTI GROUP 
MATERIAL: MOLEANOS 
Teddy Boy, one of the iconic products designed by Stefano Giovannoni for Qeeboo that represents the 
emotional object par excellence, turns into a majestic, one meter high, marble object. Teddy Boy winks to 
the traditional toy with an irreverent attitude mixing teddy bear’s traits with “almost human” features. 
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THE ITALIAN STONE THEATRE – TIME IN STONE 
 
TAVOLI D’AUTORE 
HALL 12 
Curated by ADI - DELEGAZIONE VENETO TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE 
Concept and Coordination Paolo Criveller, Luca Facchini, Silvia Sandini, Carlo Trevisani 
 
Stone is a witness of time. 
 
The ADI VTAA group of designers and architects develops the concept of time, proposing a varied collection 
of tables designed for restaurants: a contemporary and up-to-date dining table, also redesigned to meet 
needs during the pandemic we are currently experiencing. 
Respect for marble, a rare and precious material no longer replicable, combined with a vision of design in 
line with the concepts of industrial design, mass production, easy transport and the final destination of 
objects, is embodied in the work of excellent Italian companies throughout the entire supply chain of the 
sector. 
 
DESIGN _ PRODUCTION 
PAOLO CRIVELLER _ TORRESAN TRAVERTINO 
MARCELLO CUTINO _ FASANI CELESTE with VETRERIA DE GUIDI  
VALERIO FACCHIN _ VICENTINA MARMI 
LUCA FACCHINI _ BAGNARA 
ANDREA TOMMASI, DIEGO PAULETTI _ MARMO ARREDO  
PAOLO PERBELLINI _ MARMI SANTA CATERINA with ALL-LED  
SILVIA SANDINI _ PIERO ZANELLA 
LUIGI SIARD _ MARGRAF 
CARLO TREVISANI _ GUARDINI PIETRE / ODONE ANGELO  
ASCANIO ZOCCHI _ INTERMAC 
BERTONE DESIGN _ PROGETTO ARTE POLI 
 
Elica 
DESIGN: PAOLO CRIVELLER 
PRODUCTION: TORRESAN TRAVERTINO 
MATERIAL: TRAVERTINO 
The table consists of six square sheets of tempered glass (dimensions 73 cm) glued to a 2 mm thick slab of 
classic travertine. Three of these slabs will become the table legs and the other three the top, together with 
the 3 cm thick walnut travertine slab. 
We decided to work with minimum thicknesses in order to waste less material and therefore have a more 
eco-sustainable table. The central part of the table will house a tray made of dust from processing travertine, 
which will also be on display. 
This table will not involve any production waste, and the passage of time can 
be seen throughout all its processing phases. A light will be placed inside the table to exploit the transparent 
effect resulting from the minimal thickness of the travertine. 
 
 
 



 
Roccia 45°38'27.2"N 10°57'28.9"E 
DESIGN: MARCELLO CUTINO 
PRODUCTION: FASANI CELESTE with VETRERIA DE GUIDI 
MATERIAL: ROSSO VERONA 
The table consists of a rock, approximately one-metre high, which creates the centre, and a crystal glass ring 
for the top. The rock is a primordial identifying element compared to processed stone: determined by nature 
and time, its shape becomes a significant element of the object itself, which is made explicit in the inscription 
on the crystal glass: “Time and nature, true sculptors of stone”. 
 
Space-time 
Distortion 
DESIGN: VALERIO FACCHIN 
PRODUCTION: VICENTINA MARMI 
MATERIAL: PETIT GRANIT, AZUL MACAUBAS QUARTZITE 
The stone contorts itself into the space-time dimension. It has been since forever that man dreams to time 
travel and thanks to Albert Einstein nowadays we know that time passes slowly if measured near a 
gravitational mass. In all likelihood time travel will remain just a dream. Now more than ever, considering the 
present conditions of our planet, we can be sure about how much does “our” time matter... the time we 
need to save our environment. 
 
Wormhole  
DESIGN: LUCA FACCHINI 
PRODUCTION: BAGNARA 
MATERIAL: 
SILVERCLOUD, NERO ASSOLUTO ZIMBABWE and BIANCO LASA 
The Einstein-Rosen bridge represents our inability to truly relate to time. Stone is the most long-lasting and 
tangible thing we have to remind us, during our transient existence, what we should be doing. 
 
Clepsidra 
DESIGN: ANDREA TOMMASI, DIEGO PAULETTI (#LABORATORIODISPAZI) 
PRODUCTION: MARMO ARREDO 
MATERIAL: HOMA BROWN 
The shape of the “Clepsidra” table evokes the tool for measuring time. Time therefore represents the sharing 
of moments. It was designed with a metal structure in antique-look bronze, with crosspieces that combine 
structural solidity with aesthetics, recalling the classic shape of hourglasses. Stone is applied to the structure 
with corners created by a folding system and a minimum radius (2/3 mm), making the surface seamless and 
fluid. 
 
Mòrfo 
DESIGN: SILVIA SANDINI 
PRODUCTION: PIERO ZANELLA 
MATERIAL: OMBRA DI CARAVAGGIO 
The octagonal shape of the table is inspired by the morphology of crystals in stone materials. A metamorphic 
and temporal process allows calcium carbonate in limestone and dolomite to crystallise in order to form 
calcite or dolomite crystals. The table is made from a single slab of marble, 245x130xH.2cm. The legs, the top 
and the crossbar of the trestle are made from this slab, and assembled with stainless steel parts. The “Blu 
Masaccio” marble, excavated from one of the Zanella quarries, is reinforced with carbon fibre. Sustainable 
project, savings in terms of materials, can be dismantled, total weight 130 kg, overall size of packaging 
200x100xH.20 cm, recyclable. 
 
The faglia table 
DESIGN: LUIGI SIARD 



PRODUCTION: MARGRAF 
MATERIAL: FIOR DI PESCO CARNICO, BRECCIA PERENICE, BIANCO PERLINO 
The design of this table reminds the movement of tectonic plates; working on three different blocks, with 
the same cutting path, you get the elements to make three table legs which are naturally perfectly matched 
to each other. The use of glass plan emphasizes the importance of the signs of the marble. 
 
Epigrafico 
DESIGN: PAOLO PERBELLINI - FISHFORM 
PRODUCTION: MARMI SANTA CATERINA with ALL-LED 
MATERIAL: BIANCO CARRARA 
Bianco di Carrara Polished marble table with bevelled edge and milled channel 
on the underside of the top. The octagonal framework is made of steel to support eight cylindrical legs in 
Bianco di Carrara polished marble and polycarbonate. Contains an LED lighting system with proximity 
sensors. The classic epigraph, display archetype, is reinterpreted here, giving back its communicative function 
to stone. As you approach the table, a luminous halo (illuminated ring) appears on the upper side of the top 
and disappears as you move away. Among the various possible signs and designs, the one chosen for the 
exhibition shows the distancing rules that strongly characterize our times. Approaching the table, the 
symbols of the seats allowed and those not available appear. The same communication is transmitted by the 
polycarbonate part of the legs, illuminating the area under the table. 
 
Time table 
DESIGN: LUIGI SIARD 
PRODUCTION: MARGRAF 
MATERIAL: FIOR DI PESCO CARNICO, GRIGIO CARNICO, BIANCO PERLINO 
“Time Table” was born in an open-air warehouse, full of blocks and trimmings of marble processing. 
“Time Table” is a table made up with 2 or more letters preferably made from production cuttings with a 
thickness of at least 50 mm. It would be interesting the moment where you are going to choose, from the 
cuttings of different pieces of marble, the right combination and the right color sequence and finish, so to be 
able to enhance what has been created by nature over the millennia. 
 
Logorio  
DESIGN: CARLO TREVISANI 
PRODUCTION: ODONE ANGELO 
MATERIAL: PALISSANDRO 
A continuous use that consumes, wears out, smoothes ... as visible in the handles of old instruments or in 
the backs of the marble lions of the Cathedral of Ferrara, marble sculptures whose backs, by dint of sitting 
on them, are polished by the butts of multiple generations. Logorio is a table characterized by a rough-worked 
marble, progressively lowered and polished in the areas of use as if consumed by meals over the centuries. 
 
Eroso 
DESIGN: CARLO TREVISANI 
PRODUCTION: GUARDINI PIETRE 
MATERIAL: PIETRA DELLA LESSINIA 
Inspired by the ancient temples of Paestum, an experience of a personal evocative memory of the passing of 
time in a ruined architecture, chewed by the passing of six centuries. Eroso is a table that mentions that 
feeling of precariousness, two geometric volumes, the base and the top, are worked to represent the decay 
of the raw material with hammer splits and a coarse sandblasting. 
 
Trill  
DESIGN: ASCANIO ZOCCHI 
PRODUCTION: INTERMAC 
MATERIAL: CARRARA STATUARIO, NERO MARQUINIA 



The universe, human DNA, appears to move in a spiral, which symbolises dynamism, cyclical continuity like 
the flow of time. A spiral is like the energy of change, of evolution, the motion of universal energy, from the 
centre of the universe outwards, through space and time TRISTELL, the triple spiral, represents the three 
forces of nature, which creates, preserves and destroys. In the Celtic world, it referred to the three phases of 
the sun’s motion, the passage of the sun and the passage of time. The TRILL table represents this triple spiral, 
made of two types of marble, Carrara Statuario for the base and top, Marquinia black marble for the triple 
spiral, with water jet processing, flush interlocking and delicate surface brushing. Each piece is unique, 
replicable in shape but not in material. 
 
Decumano  
DESIGN: BERTONE DESIGN 
PRODUCTION: PROGETTO ARTE POLI 
The table, with its emblematic name, is made up of pure geometries. The table is born as an epicentric 
aggregation of matter concentrated around a fulcrum. It takes generative and virtuous inspiration from the 
world of the master Albano Poli. 
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THE ITALIAN STONE THEATRE – TIME IN STONE 
 
YOUNG STONE PROJECT 
MARMOMAC - ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN EXHIBITIONS / EDUCATIONAL 
HALL 11 
Curated by Raffaello Galiotto, Vincenzo Pavan 
 
Stone experiments at universities. 
A fundamental aspect of the knowledge of stone materials and their application in design and architecture is 
to establish solid relationships with universities, art academies and professional schools, institutions where 
research and design are carried out at an advanced level. This is what Marmomac has been doing for more 
than two decades, promoting and supporting the inclusion of content related to the use of stone in design 
disciplines in the teaching at some prestigious Italian universities. This has led Marmomac to recently 
stipulate partnership protocols with some prestigious universities 
for the introduction of curricular and master courses with a focus on stone. This process has been encouraged 
by the collaboration of many Italian companies in the marble and machinery sectors, which have supported 
university research with their experience and know-how, making it possible to turn student projects into 
actual prototypes. 
 
CITY _ SCHOOL 
BARI _ POLITECNICO DI BARI 
ROMA _ SAPIENZA UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA 
PESCARA _ UNIVERSITÀ “G. D’ANNUNZIO” CHIETI-PESCARA  
VERONA _ ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI DI VERONA 
 
POLITECNICO DI BARI 
DICAR – Scuola di Specializzazione in Beni Architettonici e del Paesaggio, CESAR (Cours de Enseignement 
Supérieur en Architecture et Restauration) Corso di Alta Formazione Applicata in Architettura e Restauro; 
Corso di Progettazione Stereotomica; Poliba Stone Lab 4.0; New Fundamentals Research Group, in 
collaboration with il Dipartimento di Ingegneria Strutturale Edile Geotecnica del Politecnico di Torino 
 
Esperienze didattiche sul tema della stereotomia 2.0 
PROJECT MANAGER: GIUSEPPE FALLACARA E MAURIZIO BARBERIO 
IN COLLABORATION WITH STILMARMO with ATELIER ROMEO, CNC DESIGN, FABLAB POLIBA 
MATERIAL: PIETRA DI APRICENA, MARMO DI CARRARA, STAMPA 3D with CARBONATO DI CALCIO 
 
The prototypes exhibited represent some of the results of design experiments that focus on innovating the 
language of the stone product, considering the aesthetic and technical characteristics of Puglia's main 
quarrying basins. All the prototypes were conceived and produced using CAD/CAM digital modelling and 
production techniques. 
 
POLITECNICO DI BARI 
DICAR – Scuola di Specializzazione in Beni Architettonici e del Paesaggio, CESAR (Cours de Enseignement 
Supérieur en Architecture et Restauration) Corso di Alta Formazione Applicata in Architettura e Restauro 
 
 



1. Fleur de ville 
TUTOR: GIUSEPPE FALLACARA (PI), MARCO STIGLIANO, MAURIZIO BARBERIO 
STUDENT: THEOPHILE DUQUENNE 
PRODUCTION: ATELIER ROMEO, FABLAB POLIBA 
MATERIAL: MARMO DI CARRARA 
Fleur de Ville is a project for a canopy inspired by the organic forms of nature and built mainly of natural 
stone using local materials (Apricena stone) that are durable and with a low ecological footprint. The sinuous 
forms of the canopy are part of a conceptual vision that combines the tradition of materials with the 
innovation of architectural morphology and related construction techniques. The basic idea is the 
“lithification” of a floral form that provides visual comfort in the environment in which it is placed, and 
protection from the weather during the stopover period. 
 
2. Luminescent geometric marble 
TUTOR: GIUSEPPE FALLACARA (PI), MAURIZIO BARBERIO 
STUDENT: SIMON CANNONE 
PRODUCTION: ATELIER ROMEO, FABLAB POLIBA 
MATERIAL: MARMO DI CARRARA 
The project proposes the use of marble slabs carved, according to a parametric pattern, to reduce the 
thickness of the marble and allow the passage of light, thanks to a LED lighting system. The system can be 
used for building facades and internal partitions. It is possible to make the carving evident by placing it on 
the visible facade or hiding it on the inside and making it visible only when the marble is backlit. Slab 
dimensions and geometric patterns are fully customisable. 
 
3. Trivault 
TUTOR: GIUSEPPE FALLACARA (PI), MAURIZIO BARBERIO 
STUDENT: LOÏC LAFOSSE 
PRODUCTION: RECCHIA MARMI, CNC DESIGN, FABLAB POLIBA 
MATERIAL: PIETRA DI APRICENA 
The project proposes a perforated roof system consisting of cross arches in load-bearing stone. The project 
is developed on a triangular plan and the openings between the crossed arches are filled with translucent 
Ethylene Tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) roofing pads. The design of a perforated roof and the combination of 
heavy and light materials is paradigmatic of the new frontiers that stone can assume in the wake of 
Stereotomy 2.0. 
 
POLITECNICO DI TORINO — POLITECNICO DI BARI 
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Strutturale Edile Geotecnica del Politecnico di Torino, Dipartimento di Scienze 
dell’Ingegneria Civile e dell’Architettura 
 
4. Addvault — Digital fabrication per strutture a volta 
DESIGN: AMEDEO MANUELLO, GIUSEPPE CARLO MARANO with FEDERICO RIBERI, GIUSEPPE FALLACARA 
MATERIAL: ACIDO POLILATTICO, PLA, CEMENTO, PIETRA CALCAREA COMPATTA 
The research work is based on experiments of vaulted structures. The presentation at Marmomac of the work 
performed in the laboratories of del MastrLAB of the Polytechnic of Turin constitutes the first step for the 
realization, through modules lithic structures, of vaulted type by numerically controlled construction 
technology. The physical model was made by an addictive production technique (FDM technique) of mini-
formworks in recyclable material (Polyactid acid, PLA). Each element was designed, in terms of geometry and 
volume, to optimize the assembling procedure and the strength of the vault. the future objective of the work 
will be to propose the realization of the various elements through blocks in lithic material and realize, in this 
way, a pierced dome in stonework by form finding process and additive manufacturing. 
 
 
 
 



SAPIENZA UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA - DICEA 
Corso di Laurea Magistrale a c.u. in Ingegneria edile – architettura U.E. with StonENG / Innovation in stone 
construction systems 
 
Digitalstone morphing & processing 
PROJECT MANAGER AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: MARCO FERRERO 
LAB TEACHER / RESEARCHER: FEDERICA ROSSO, ELIO RAVÀ, ADRIANA CIARDIELLO 
SCIENTIFIC PARTNER: UNIVERSIDAD DE GRANADA, E.T.S. DE INGENIERÌA DE EDIFICACIÒN, INTERUNIVERSITY 
RESEARCH CENTER ON POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENT – UNIVERSITY OF PERUGIA 
PRODUCTION: BALDUCCI MARMI with FILOALFA by CICERI DE MONDEL, MIND3D PRINTING 
 
Advanced methods and techniques for the design and processing of stone building elements. 
The prototypes presented were developed in the design workshop of Architecture and Stone Technology. 
The subject is the study of building elements that provide adequate levels of performance using the stone 
material according to a correct balance between architectural language and construction technique. The 
projects were developed using the most up-to-date methods and techniques of digital design and modelling. 
 
Breathing stone 
STUDENT: MICHELE PASCUCCI, GIULIA BULF, FLAVIA DELLA TORRE, MATTEO TERZANI 
PRODUCTION: BALDUCCI MARMI with FILOALFA by CICERI DE MONDEL, MIND3D PRINTING 
Conceived as an evolution of traditional lightweight marble composite panels, the Breathing Stone panel 
takes advantages of 3D printing to create a highly sustainable building element that can be adapted to any 
design requirement. The panel creates a ventilated façade by integrating the stone finish with the energy 
performance of the substrate. The material used for the substrate is recycled and recyclable, with high 
mechanical strength and weather resistance. 
 
UNIVERSITÀ G. D’ANNUNZIO CHIETI-PESCARA 
Dd’A - Dipartimento di Architettura di Pescara 
 
Il giardino del tempo, tra l’oblio e l’eternità 
PROJECT MANAGER: DOMENICO POTENZA with GIULIO GIRASANTE and FRANCESCA BUX 
PRODUCTION: HELIOS AUTOMAZIONI with FELICE CHIRÒ INDUSTRIA MARMI 
MATERIAL: PIETRA DI APRICENA A SPACCO NATURALE 
Not all stone artifacts, designed and manufactured, are concretely used. The project tries to give them back, 
proposing them with a new existence; reorganized in a sort of contemporary lapidarium made of scraps, 
where never dormant meanings are rediscovered. 
 
ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI DI VERONA 
in collaboration with Scuola Tecnica del Marmo - Settore Arte e Automazione, Sant’Ambrogio di Valpolicella, 
Arab American University – Palestina with the support of Desamanera, Grassi 1880 Cave in the context of 
DAMN 2020/2021 
 
Arcadia 
PROJECT MANAGER: SOTIRIOS PAPADOPOULOS with KATIA GASPARINI, LORENZO PALMERI, FRANCESCA 
PICCOLINO BONIFORTI 
STUDENT: FRANCESCO LASALA, LORENZO FAVARON with ALAA ABDALHAMEED 
PRODUCTION: SCUOLA TECNICA DEL MARMO - SETTORE ARTE E AUTOMAZIONE - SANT’AMBROGIO DI 
VALPOLICELLA 
MATERIAL: GRASSI 1880 CAVE 
Realized in two versions - with subtractive and additive technologies - ARCADIA is a furnishing project for 
private gardens and public parks consisting of 7 self-supporting and modular modules. A model of re-
urbanization aimed at celebrating a sustainable relationship between human and its time, of which nature, 
increasingly compromised by intrusive human lifestyles, is the best expression. 
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MARMOMAC TALKS 

Training and culture at Marmomac 
Innovations include Marmo+Tech - the stage for technologies 

 
September 2021 - Marmomac, the leading international trade fair dedicated to the natural stone 
supply chain, is also synonymous with training and culture. Show days have always been hallmarked 
by meetings, lectures and workshops with the aim of keeping the natural stone debate well and 
truly alive and up-to-date through reports by professionals and experts in the sector. The 2021 
edition (29 September-2 October) focuses on the appointment with Marmomac Talks, the physical 
extension of the virtual meetings seen last May on the Marmomac Plus platform 
https://www.marmomac.com/en/join-marmomac-plus-as-user/ 
 
To ensure a comprehensive training program in compliance with the new safety standards imposed 
by the Covid emergency, Marmomac Talks will take place in three areas set up in strategic points in 
Halls 2, 7 and 12. This will allow everyone attending the trade fair in person the chance to move 
around easily and take part without causing crowds. 
 
The Marmomac Talks area in Hall 12 - opposite the "Tavoli d’Autore" and "Brand & Stone 3.0" 
exhibitions in The Italian Stone Theatre - Time in Stone - in addition to hosting the inaugural event 
of the 55th edition of Marmomac will also see Arena Foundation artists perform every day, in a 
programme alternating musical ensembles and recitals with pianists and singers. 
 
Each Marmomac Talks area will be equipped with LED walls and socially distanced seats and will 
also be connected in streaming to the other areas to ensure live viewing of the various events 
organized during the trade fair. 
People unable to take part in the event in person will still be able to watch these events available 
through the Events section of the new Marmomac Plus portal - a digital tool created early in 2021 
precisely to keep professionals all over the world in touch with participants and initiatives at the 
September show attended in person.   
 
Scheduled appointments especially include those with the curators and designers of exhibitions 
such as The Italian Stone Theatre - Time in Stone, the experimental projects developed by university 
students as part of the Young Stone Project, the Pinnacle Award ceremony and the presentation of 
the new Natural Stone Pavilion. 
 
An absolute innovation within the scope of Marmomac Talks is Marmo+Tech, the stage for 
technologies: a space for dissemination and comparison where technology companies will speak to 
an audience of technicians, plant managers and product developers to share case histories and best 
practices - as well as to outline technical innovations at the service of stone processing companies. 
 
Marmomac Talks is in turn flanked once again this year by training events for selected buyers as 
part of the incoming project created in collaboration with ICE Trade Agency and Confindustria 



 

 

Marmomacchine. The Marmomac Academy programme continues its efforts that for many years 
have assured recognition of AIA and RIBA training credits for architects and designers. 
 
Lastly, another forum area planned for the 55th Marmomac will be set up inside the Verona Stone 
District - a space specifically for companies in the Verona area district - which will host, among other 
events, the Ceremony proclaiming the new Masters of Stone. 
 
To review the complete programme with relative credits www.marmomac.com 
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PHYSICALLY ATTENDED MARMOMAC EVENT SCHEDULED 29 SEPTEMBER-2 OCTOBER 2021 
 

MARMOMAC TALKS LIVE 
Online 24-27 May, the natural stone community reviews the present and future of the sector 

with authoritative and internationally renowned speakers.  
 
Verona, 11 May 2021 - Marmomac, the main international trade fair in the natural stone sector, is 
getting ready for the return of the physically attended edition scheduled 29 September-2 October 
2021 in Verona. Registrations are in full swing as well innovations and international initiatives 
including the scouting efforts set in motion by ICE-Italian Trade Agency to welcome incoming 
international buyers to Verona. The entire event will see updated content and a new format to 
respond to the need to resume doing business in person during a trade event while assuring at the 
same time the highest safety standards as envisaged in the Safe Business plan - itself constantly 
updated on the basis of government dispositions.  
 
The in-person event hosted in the Veronafiere Exhibition Centre, however, is the tip of the iceberg 
within a more complex project which will see as the first appointment the Marmomac Talks Live 
digital event that - 24-27 May 2021 - will involve top names in the sector in discussions and 
comparisons about the present and future of the natural stone industry. During the four days, 11 
trend topics of significant current interest will be discussed thanks to internationally renowned 
speakers and successful case histories. Audiences will also be able to intervene with questions and 
comments. Taking part in the talks is on payment and after registration on the Marmomac Plus 
portal. On purchasing the ticket you will be sent 4 free codes - one for each day of the event - to 
visit the attended Marmomac show in Verona. 
 
The topics covered range from sustainability in architecture to the use of natural stone in 
contemporary art or the world of design, the perception of natural stone as a noble material in 
luxury buildings, new applications thanks to state of the art technologies, promotion of natural 
stone on the North American market and communication strategies for the stone sector in China.  
 
Discover the Marmomac Talks Live online meeting schedule through this link  
https://www.marmomac.com/marmomac-talks/ 
 
These talks are part of the wider Marmomac Plus project. This digital platform overcomes the time 
limits of a "physical" trade fair, is active 365 days a year, even with companies not signed up for the 
physically attended event but subscribed to the portal, with the aim of supporting sector 
professionals in a continuous path of updating and awareness through broad sharing of projects and 
information relating to possible uses of natural stone involving a network of Italian and international 
companies. 
 
In times of rapid and high-impact changes in communication and exhibition formats, Marmomac 
moves ahead by exploiting increasingly advanced digital tools. Considered as the landmark trade 
fair in the international natural stone sector, Marmomac today adds something "extra" and evolves 



 

 

towards a new formula which immediately turns the spotlight on companies signed up for the 
Marmomac Plus service, as well as engaging the audience interested in the event in a way by now 
essential to keep the community alive and encourage, as ever, business and training opportunities. 
 
 
For more information: 
ZED_COMM 
Silvia Boccardi 
Tel.: +39 045 8036334 
Mobile: +39 327 2236481 
silvia@zedcomm.it 
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MARMOMAC 2021 CELEBRATES THE RETURN OF ATTENDANCE IN PERSON  
WITH A BRAND NEW COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN 

 
September 2021 - Marmomac, the top international trade fair in the natural stone sector scheduled 
in Verona 29 September-2 October, announces the return of attendance in person for the 55th 
edition with an original and entirely updated advertising campaign in terms of concept and images.  
 
For the first time in the history of the event, in fact, stone gives up its place - central to promotion 
in previous years - to the women and men of the Natural Stone Community. The aim is to emphasize 
the enormous similarity between natural stone, with its characteristic elegance, resistance, strength 
and timeless charm, and operators in the sector, as if to acknowledge them by highlighting the 
courage and resilience whereby they responded to this prolonged period of uncertainty and 
difficulty. 
 
Four faces dominate the signs inside and outside the exhibition centre, welcoming visitors to 
Marmomac with a strong message of hope for the future in the awareness of what the sector has 
proved capable of tackling in the recent past. 
 
Welcome Back to Verona – the pay-off for the campaign - is consequently a welcome for the return 
in person of international operators in an entire sector that represents the excellence of made in 
Italy all over the world. 
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ICON AWARD 
NEW FORMULA FOR THE AWARD ACKNOWLEDGING  

THE MOST COMMUNICATIVE PROJECT 
 
September 2021 - Confirmation as well as innovation: welcome back to the Icon Award, founded by 
Marmomac in 2016 to highlight the project on show in The Italian Stone Theatre that most stands 
out from the others through aesthetic impact and symbolic value, by including it among the tools 
for the promotion of the next edition of the exhibition.  
 
The Icon Award returns in 2021 with an important innovation: for the first time, people attending 
the event will be able to choose the winning work. This will take place in two possible ways: directly 
during the trade show itself by voting on multimedia totems located near the exhibition areas, or 
remotely by indicating personal preferences on Marmomac's social media networks. The hashtags 
to which to refer for research and voting of posts dedicated to the Icon Award are: 
#MarmomacIconAward, #TheItalianStoneTheatre and #timeinstone. 
 
As in previous years, all the installations created and exhibited in The Italian Stone Theatre - Time 
in Stone will take part. This year sees an original set-up in Halls 11 and 12 of the Verona Exhibition 
Centre. 
 
The hashtags referring to the Icon Award are not the only ones to be consulted to stay updated on 
what happens at the fair: #backtomarmomac and #marmomac are the official tags stories and posts 
of visitors participating in the Exhibition, that will be reshared from the Instagram account of 
Marmomac. 
 
The winning image of the 2019 Icon Award - used for the Marmomac 2021 promotional campaign 
in the months leading up to the event – is Gerico conceived by designer Lorenzo Palmeri and created 
by Vicentina Marmi in collaboration with Donatoni Macchine. 
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The 55th international exhibition of natural stone, technology and design closed today in Verona  

THE WORLD NATURAL STONE MARKET RESTARTS WITH MARMOMAC:  

VERONAFIERE WELCOMED MORE THAN 30,000 OPERATORS FROM 120 COUNTRIES   

www.marmomac.it  

 

Verona, 2 October 2021- More than 30,000 qualified operators - 48% international from 120 countries. These 
are the final figures for the 55th Marmomac, which closed today after four days of business, events and 
training at the Verona Exhibition Centre. A result that confirms this trade fair as the absolute international 
leader for the entire natural stone supply chain and the first one attended in person after the lockdown 
imposed by the pandemic. Veronafiere attracted importers, contractors, architects and designers from all 
over the world to meet 756 exhibiting companies, of which 329 international from 39 countries. In all, 9 
exhibition halls were occupied for a total of 60,000 net square metres, including the outdoor areas with 
blocks, slabs and large processing machinery.  

"This edition of Marmomac overcame a challenge whose outcome was far from obvious: maintain the high 
profile of internationality and satisfaction of operators that has always characterized the event," said 
Maurizio Danese, President of Veronafiere. “We can draw two considerations from this. First, that the show 
has an appeal for the stone sector capable even of overcoming the difficulties still associated with the 
pandemic. And second, we have proven that major international exhibitions can be organized and attended 
in person in total safety, thereby ensuring important opportunities for business and relationships while 
highlighting once again the fundamental role of trade fairs in promoting industrial supply chains."  

"A result that goes far beyond our expectations," explained Giovanni Mantovani, CEO of Veronafiere. Thirty 
thousand qualified visitors from 120 countries is an astonishing important figure in this historical context, 
with confirmation from strategic markets for natural stone such as North America, Russia, Brazil, Northern 
Europe and the United Kingdom, North African countries and the Middle East. The halls breathed an 
atmosphere of emotion and optimism. All the operators and companies we spoke to expressed their 
appreciation of the return of Marmomac as an in-person event and this new format that combines business 
with even more design, architecture, events and promotion of natural stone with a precise identity on an 
international scale in business and cultural terms." 

The international character of this edition of Marmomac was also confirmed the investments made to select 
and host foreign delegations of top buyers in Verona, including architects and importers of blocks, slabs and 
technologies. This is thanks to an incoming programme that saw Veronafiere, ICE Trade and Investment 
Agency and Confindustria Marmomacchine work closely together. 

The next edition of Marmomac is scheduled 27-30 September 2022, with a new mid-week schedule from 
Tuesday to Friday.  
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